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Though the statutory names vary from state to state,1 certain laws exist in every state for the same general reason—to 
protect consumers from fraud and unfair or deceptive business practices.2  Known generally as unfair or unlawful 
trade practice laws and acts, they codify, in particular, the states’ public policies of protecting particularly vulnerable 
consumers.3  Even though the long term care industry is regulated by state and federal laws, unlawful trade practice 
laws can still apply to long term care providers.  Not surprisingly, for long term care providers, who generally provide 
services to individuals who may be elderly or suffer cognitive deficits, the implication of unfair trade practice laws is 
significant.

Unfair trade practice laws are generally enforced by state attorneys general (AGs).4  However, individuals who claim  
to have been damaged by deceptive practices that violate the law,5 or entire classes of similarly situated individuals,6 
usually also have standing to bring unfair trade practice claims.

Prohibited Conduct and Remedies for Committing Unfair Trade Practices

Unfair trade practice statutes proscribe a wide variety of conduct, ranging from representing “that real estate, goods or 
services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, quantities or qualities that the real estate, 
goods or services do not have,”7 to using “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce,”8 
to engaging in “any other conduct which similarly creates a likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding.”9

State unlawful trade practice actions against long term care providers can be especially problematic.  Remedies for 
violation of these laws can be substantial.  Such remedies may include declaratory judgments that specific actions 
violate the law,10 injunctions to prevent certain actions,11 civil penalties,12 awards of economic damages,13 awards of 
punitive damages,14 awards of attorneys’ fees, and additional remedies as may be deemed appropriate by the court to 
“restore to any person in interest any moneys or property, real or personal, of which the person was deprived by means 
of any practice declared to be unlawful.”15  Moreover,  responding to unfair trade practice investigations, or defending 
against such claims, can impose other hardships on long term care providers, such as disruption of business, heightened 
scrutiny from licensing authorities (including imposition of license conditions), negative impacts on management and 
staff morale, and negative (and potentially one-sided and inaccurate) public relations fallout.

Civil Investigative Demands and Unfair Trade Practice Investigations

Generally, state laws empower state AGs to issue Civil Investigative Demands (CIDs) to investigate potential unlawful 
trade practices.16  CIDs are broad statutory discovery tools that require those served with such demands to provide 
requested information, including documents, written responses to interrogatories, and testimony.  In effect, CIDs are 
administrative subpoenas.17  The factual threshold for issuance of a CID is generally low, meaning that state AGs may, 
for example, need to only show that they believe issuance of a CID is in the public interest18 or that the subject of the 
CID possesses information relevant to the investigation.19  CID statutes generally also provide mechanisms to  challenge 
CIDs, such as by filing a petition to modify or set aside the CID.20  However, given the broad powers CID statutes 
bestow, such challenges can seem like, and are often, an exercise in futility.21
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How does this affect long term care providers?  What if, for example, the Internet sites of those providers state that they 
provide “gourmet quality, nutritious meals and snacks to residents,” and their residents complain to their states’ offices 
of consumer affairs that the facilities’ meals are unappetizing and not nutritious?  Or what if a provider advertises in its 
marketing materials that it has “highly qualified, professional trained staff,” and it only provides personal caregivers?  
It is possible that the AGs could decide to exercise their broad CID powers to investigate such resident complaints.  In 
such a scenario, the facilities should expect that the AGs would look closely at the facilities’ Internet sites, brochures, 
and other forms of advertising, as well as admission agreements, resident handbooks, policies, staffing numbers, 
service plans, and uniform disclosure statements. The facilities also should expect investigators to interview residents, 
residents’ families, facility staff, and state regulators. If witnesses then complain about other “misrepresentations,” the 
investigation might substantially increase in scope, and what was initially perceived as a small problem with a few 
purportedly unappetizing meals could become quite large, time consuming, and expensive.

State Lawsuit to Enforce Unfair Trade Practice Against Long Term Care Providers

In a recent matter involving such state enforcement, the Texas Office of the Attorney General filed a lawsuit against the 
operator of an assisted living facility.22  In that case, a resident who suffered from dementia and who had a “history of 
exit-seeking behaviors,” was left unsupervised, left the facility, and was found dead in a nearby field several days later.23  

The state claimed, among other things, that the facility operator violated the state’s unfair trade practices act.24  The 
state alleged that the facility operator had misrepresented the services being offered at the facility.25  Further, because the 
“unlawful acts and practices” caused damage adversely affecting the lawful conduct of trade and commerce, the state 
AG “determined that these proceedings are in the public interest.”26  The state also alleged that the facility operator’s 
“acts and omissions failed to comply with representations made on its website that its facilities provided trained staff 
and monitoring twenty-four hours each day. . . and advertised ‘specialized units for residents with Alzheimer’s or 
dementia’. . . and misrepresented its services insofar as its policies and procedures protected residents from neglect.”27  
The facility operator moved to dismiss the case on the grounds that it constituted a health care liability claim under the 
state’s medical liability act and that the state had failed to submit a requisite expert report.28  The trial court granted the 
motion and dismissed the lawsuit.29  On appeal, the court of appeals reversed this decision and remanded the case to 
the trial court, reasoning that, while the state’s medical liability act was designed to address “crises affecting medical and 
health care and medical malpractice insurance,” by contrast, the purpose of  the unfair trade practices act is to promote 
the fundamental goal of protecting consumers.30

Preemption as a Defense Against Unfair Trade Practice Claims

Notwithstanding the above decision, in some cases, a long term care facility may be able to successfully argue that unfair 
trade practice claims made against it are preempted by other statutes.31   In one such case involving a private unfair 
trade practice action, the personal representative of a deceased resident sued the resident’s long term care facility for, 
among other things, violation of the Oklahoma Consumer Protection Act.32   In that case, the personal representative 
claimed that the resident died as the result of the facility’s negligent acts, conduct, and omissions to act.33  With 
respect to the unfair trade practice claim, the personal representative alleged that the facility had solicited the resident 
with “false, fraudulent and misleading representations and/or assurances and/or promises which are contrary to and 
in violation of Oklahoma’s Consumer Protection Act” and by misrepresenting “the degree and standard of care and 
treatment that . . . would be provided to [the resident].34  The facility moved to dismiss the unfair trade practice claim 
on the grounds that regulation of nursing homes does not fall under the scope of the Oklahoma Consumer Protection 
Act and, instead, falls within a statutory exemption for “actions or transactions regulated under laws administered by 
the Corporation Commission or any other regulatory body or officer acting under statutory authority of this state  or 
the United States.”35   
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The Oklahoma Supreme Court, noting that the exemption expressly applies to “actions or transactions” that are 
regulated under laws administered by any regulatory body acting under the statutory authority of Oklahoma,  explained  
that Oklahoma’s  Nursing  Home Care Act36 applied to the “action or transaction” at issue—namely, the services and 
level of care alleged to have been wrongfully represented to the resident:

The Nursing Home Care Act is a statutory scheme that sets out the duties of the Department of Health, 
regulation of the nursing home industry, the services to be provided residents, and it provides remedies 
and penalties for breaches of the Act.  We find that the plaintiff’s claim under the Consumer Protection 
Act must fail because the provision of care and medical services by nursing homes is regulated under laws 
administered by the Oklahoma Department of Health under the Nursing Home Care Act, and as such 
falls within the exemption to the Consumer Protection Act. . .37

Accordingly, the court dismissed the Oklahoma Consumer Protection Act claim, holding that the claim was preempted 
by Oklahoma’s Nursing Home Act.38

On the other hand, where claims are based on the commercial aspects of long term care facilities i.e., payment of 
services, courts may be more likely to find that unfair trade practice law applies.  In a Connecticut case, a long term 
care facility filed a lawsuit against the son of a resident at the facility to collect more than $35,000 in unpaid fees for 
services it provided to the resident.39   When the resident  was admitted to the facility, her son, who was the resident’s 
power of attorney, “signed the Resident Admission Agreement on the line marked ‘Responsible Party.'"40  The facility 
claimed that the son had breached the requirement under the admission agreement that directed him to take all steps 
necessary to promptly qualify the resident for Medicare and Medicaid benefits, which breach caused the facility to 
suffer monetary damages.41  In response, the resident’s son filed counterclaims that included an allegation that the 
facility violated the

Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act (CUTPA) by forcing him to sign the “preprinted” admission agreement but 
never sending him a copy, explaining what “Responsible Party” meant, or giving him an opportunity to read the 
contract before signing it.42  The son claimed that, instead, the facility’s admissions director merely told him where to 
sign, causing him to believe he was signing the contract as the resident’s power of attorney for the sole purpose of being 
able to participate in medical decisions.43  The facility filed a motion for summary judgment against the son’s CUTPA 
counterclaim, arguing that CUTPA did not apply because, among other things, the collection of fees for its services 
was incidental to its primary business of providing health care services to its elderly residents.44  The court denied the 
facility’s motion.45  In so doing, the court reasoned that, because the facility’s complaint dealt with the commercial 
aspect of the services it provided to the resident, namely payment for those services, the son’s CUTPA counterclaim 
against the facility was viable, and that a jury would need to decide fact questions, such as whether the manner in 
which the admission agreement was executed constituted immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous conduct by 
the facility.46

Assessing the Risk

There is good news.  Long term care facilities can take proactive steps to help reduce the risk that they will become the 
target of unfair trade practice investigations and claims, and to improve their chances of successfully defending against 
such investigations and claims.

Admission agreements are one place to start.  Facilities should take a hard look at their admission agreements to make 
sure that they clearly and plainly explain to facility residents, and those making decisions on behalf of residents, what 
the parties’ rights and duties are under the agreement— and whom to ask for help and clarification if the residents or 
their decision makers have any questions.  The agreements should explain to individuals who sign the agreements in
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what capacity they are signing the agreement: as the resident’s power of attorney, conservator, guardian, or responsible 
party.  Those designations also should be clearly defined in the agreement.

Internet sites, brochures, forms of advertisement, resident handbooks, policies and procedures, and the facility’s 
uniform disclosure statement are another area to review to ensure they do not contain misrepresentations about the 
level of care and the services offered and provided.  Could these documents be construed as inaccurate or misleading?  
Did the facility overstate or overpromise its services?  Moreover, because laws that regulate long term care providers— 
and interpretations of those laws—can change over time, this sort of comprehensive review of facility agreements, 
policies, and general representations should be reassessed at least annually, so that those materials can be amended, if 
necessary, to ensure that they are up to date and accurate.

Another strategy to reduce the risk of unfair trade practice investigations and claims is to continuously seek, and 
respond to, feedback and suggestions from facility residents and their families, as well as facility staff.  Make sure to 
contemporaneously document suggestions and feedback, along with the facility’s actions responding to any reported 
concerns or deficiencies.  It is much easier to respond to residents’ concerns as they are made—before they are reported 
to the state to decide whether they constitute unfair trade practices.  Moreover, even if a complaint to the state is 
made, showing that the facility has already taken prompt and appropriate steps to correct the concern can be useful 
in responding to an unfair trade practice investigation or complaint. It also is important to promptly seek the advice 
of counsel if you are the target of an unfair trade practices investigation.  This should help reduce the incidence of 
making problematic admissions to the state AG, as these investigations often can lead to highly contentious litigation.

Conclusion

Unfair trade practices laws were enacted to protect consumers in general and vulnerable consumers in particular.  These 
laws can apply to long term care facilities, and care should be taken to avoid the foreseeable pitfalls of violations of these 
laws.  Because of the inherently vulnerable nature of the residents at long term care facilities, long term care providers 
need to be particularly vigilant to ensure that they do not engage in any conduct that could be construed as deceptive 
or unfair.  Be proactive today to reduce risk for tomorrow.  The alternative is increased risk of investigations, claims, 
and potential liability, and those who violate unfair trade practices laws can face substantial negative consequences, 
both from a reputation and monetary perspective.
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